DNA sequence comparisons of the human, mouse, and rabbit immunoglobulin kappa gene.
A comparative analysis between human, mouse, and rabbit immunoglobulin (Ig) kappa-gene DNA sequences is presented. New formulas for determining the expected length and variance of the longest block identity (a succession of matching nucleotides) between multiple random sequences are given and are used to establish statistical criteria for ascertaining the significance of block identities shared in r out of s sequences. The statistically significant block identities within and between the Ig-kappa-gene sequences are ascertained, and alignment maps based on these similarities are constructed. The human and rabbit sequences (especially in the noncoding regions) and the human and mouse sequences (on the coding regions) show a similarity much stronger than that between the mouse and rabbit sequences. The existence of several highly significant shared oligonucleotides occurring in alignment with each other or with respect to the J- and C-gene segments suggests a configuration of multiple control sites. Discussion and interpretations of the form and distribution of the block identities are given.